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TEACHING READING TO LEARNING DISACLED CHILDREN

The current organized learning disability movement, replete with journals,

conventions, and parent groups began in the early 1960s. Three distinguishable

types of approaches to teaching learning disabled (LC/ children have emerged --

the etiological, the diagnostic-remedial, and the task-analytic (Bateman, 1967b).
I

The contributions and limitations of each of the three approaches for teach-
.

ing reading to learning disabled children are reviewed briefly and a fourth Ap-

proach is proposed. The fourth approach suggests that many ,learning disabled

Children have certain characteristics which require very precise ands careful

teaching of decoding If they are to achieve-mastery of initial reading skills.
'--- _I

This fourth approach combines task-analytic programming of reading instruction

(e.g. Engelmann and Bruner, 1974; Venezky, Note 1) with research on the learn-

ing processes.of learning disabled children (Haliahan and Kauffman, 1976; Ross,

1976) and proposes that aptitude-treatment interaction is a viable premise on

which to rest the combination (Salomon, 1972; Tobias, 1976).

Learning Disabilities and Reading Disabilities

Current texts in learning disabilities necessarily recite two litanies --

the phenomenal growth of the field and the fact this growth has occurred without

an accepted definition of learning disabilities (see Haliahan t Kauffman, 1976;

Lerner, 1976; Ross, L976). Some authors cite several of the more widely known

definitions anelet the matter rest; others add yet another definition; most

point out the circularity and logical inconsistencies implicit in the available

definitions.

A major unsettled definitional Issue is the role, If any, of central nervous

system (CNS) dysfunction In learning problems. Positions range from acceptance

653 ,4
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of demonstrated CNS dysfunction as a sine 222 non of learning ditabilitics

(Clements, 1966) to its complete- rejection as irrelevant (Cohen, 1973).

Another unresolved debate centers on the urc of a "discrepancy" requirement.

Some definitions stipulate a Significant discrepancy between cognitive potential

and actual performance. The discrepancy concept is, predictably, challenged

by those who argue there is no valid or appropriate Way-to assess cognitive

potential. Strongest support comes from those who would. clearly distinguish

learning disabilities from mental retardation.

A third diffeTence among definitions centt.-s on etiological exclusions.

Many argue that learning disabilities may not be Mused primarily by mental

retardation or sensory deficits. Some also exclude those children whose learning

problems arejudged due to severe' emotional problems, cultural differences, and

'Inadequate instruction. Congress currently uvs'the definition formulated by Aik

the National Advisory Committee on dandicapped Children (1968):'

Children with special learning disabilities,exhibit a disorder-
/In one or more of the basic psychological processes involved'

to understanding or In using spoken or written language. These

may be manifested in disorders of lis/Olingthinking, talking,

reading, writing spelling, or arithmetic. They include con-

;Mims which have been referred to as perceptual handicaps,

brain Injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslekia, developmental

aphasia, etc. They do not include learning problems which are

_due primarily to visual, hearlAg, or motor handicaps, to. mental

retardation, emotional disturbance or to environmental depri-

vatlen. (p,4)

A committee of the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities
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recently recommended amending this defihiti.Tn to include children with specific.

.learning disabilities who also -have sensory, motor,. intellectual, or emottonat

problems or who are environmentally disadvantaged (Kirk, 1974).

Another dispute Is Over whethelearnIng disability necessarily implies a

deficiency in academic performan07 Few definitions specifically state that

it does; yet it is hard to imagine many children are or should be regarded as

learning disabled when school performance is satisfactory:

Professionals remain unable to agree on a definition, but in practice the

overwhelming majority of children labelled learning disabled are having diffi-

culty in reading beyond what would be predicted by experienced teachers takleft

Into account such factors as apparent .intelligence, home background, and so on.

Many,also have writing and spelling problems; some are perceived as hyperactive;

some as poorly coordinated; some as havihg receptive and /or expressive diffi.puity

with spoken language; a few show finger agnosia, etc. The -list of possible

accompanying difficulties is nearly endless. Arguably a few children who have
. ,

'learned to read with do more than the usual difficulty may'have been labelled 4

learning disabled. If so, they-are not within the scope of the present discus-

stOn. as it is clear that teaching them to read Is not different from teaching

any other children.

Learning Disabilities versus Remedial Reading

The question of how, if at all, children with learning disabilities differ

from those with reading disabilities is currently being debated (Articy, 1975;.

Chall, Note 2; Lerner, 1975). A disinterested observer might be moved to consider
.

the concept of territorial Imperative. Differences. are cited and disputed as

to teacher training, terminology, views on etiology, and focus of remediation.

As yet, the crassroom teacher has few, if any, guidelines as to whether Janie,
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struggling inordinately with learning to read, should be sent to the learning

disability or remedial reading teacher. (In fact, evidence is far from clear

that either can be counted upon to teach jan.le C3o read, but that is not the

(

Issue.) Whatever differences ray or may not exist between the 041-dophy and

practices of the two disciplines it seems clear that both arc concerngd with the

same children -- those childrdh who are failing to learn. reading as 44ily

as it seems they should. The label "learning disabled" would not, in all

circles, be as readily applied to the children with very mild reading problems

as would "remedial" or "corrective reader." With this one minor exception the

terms learning disabled ind reading disabled apply to the same children and are

so used here.

'One further preliminary observation is vital. As indicted earlier, many

would exclude from the category of learning disabled those children )113 have not

had adequate reading instruction. The assumption of adequate instruction Is '1

probably false when it is made-regarding conventional whole'Word, meaning-emphasis

Instruction (Otto, 1942; Samuels,.1770). ,The inadequacy of much current reading
.

Instruction is becoming to clear,edt fewer and 'fewer are heard to claim it Is

but an'illusion caused by ry attendance or television or the breakdown

of the family. A growl g nurber of educators special educators now hold

that a child's failure to learn to read is per sb clear and convincing evidence

that the instruction was inadequate (e.g.,,Cohen,7473; tngelmann, 1969b, 1967b).

A related position.ls.thatreven if, at some level of riallty, there might be

different or additional etiological factors, the etiOcator is nonetheless profes-

sionally.bound to conceptualize the problem as an instructional one since only

Instructional variables are under educators' control (e.g., Bateman, 1973;

Otto, 1972).
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Once it has been determined who the child is who is .having difficulty

learning to read the next step is to diagnose the problem an0 plan interven-

t1.011. Three approadhes havaAcen taken to the diagnosti c-remedial process

(Bateman, 1967 0 and each is discussed briefly 10 the following sections:

etiological Anoeoach

The only sure way to preCientN child from learning to read is to preclude

all opportunity to make the appropriate associations between written letters

and the sounds they represeAt. 'Therefore the only certain cause of reading

4

'failure is the absence of incidental or systematic instruction. For.every

other alleged care of reading disability children can't* found who put the lie

to the theory. Some brain injured children read, as do children with malnu-

trition, disinterested parents, abnormal EEGs, inadequate l'ateralization, poor

vislo chroillosOmal abberatlons, older sisters who achieve well in school, / .

speech defects, finger agnosia, undescended testicles, hyperactivity, left-

handedness, thyroid deficlences, double hair sworls, low IQs, unresolved

-oedipal conflicts, Jagged ITPA profiles, and every other alleged etiological

factor. In light of thi, those who use the term "correlates" are on safer ground

than those who search for "causes." But perhaps neither is on the most direct

route to solving the educational problem (which is not to say there aren't other

problems also well worth addressing). In one of the most powerful explications

of educators' treatment of causes of school failure Engelmann (1969b) describes

how we have sought general rather than specific causes and have failed to

concentrate on asking what precisely is it about reading the child has not

been taught. Some formulationeof alleged causes of reading failure have cdu-

Cational implications; others do not. Perhaps son that do not, atthe.present

time, 011 in years to come. Weld° not here dispute the "truth" of any alleged

.9
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causes; we do urge that educators and program developers examine the utility,

for their purposes, of etiolctical formulat;o1s. .

A few etiological theories purportedly do lead to teaching strategies.

Delaca,to (1966), e.g:, includes activities designed to establish hemispheric
f.

dominance In his program fol teaching reading, .Other thedries do not purport

to have such implications. No one argues, e.g., that correlational data on

family income and reading achievement should prompt reading teachers to give

dollars to parents of children in the lowest reading group:. A large number

of lileged etiologies arguably suggest treatment designed to make children

more amenable to instruction, correctinggisual refiactive errors, pre-

.

scribing ritalin, or using broad spectrum lighting to replace narrow spectrum

artificial light. .But none of these'rePlaces-reading instruction. Numerous

reviews of the etiology of reading disorders are available (e.g., Bannatyne,

1966; Blom & Jones, 1971; Westman, Arthur, &.Scheldier, 1965).

The relevance-to-teaching position on etiology, espoused here, is treated

at greater length by Bateman (1973), Cohen (1973), Engelmann (1969b, 1967a) and

Otto (1972). They, and others, assert that the etIologleal classifications-

most useful to educators are those which specify precisely what the child needs
A

to be taught about reading, e.g., shore vowel sounds, left,to right decoding or

sound blending.'Opponents object that merely knowing a child responds to b by

saying /d/ (and vice versa) aboUt half the time is not sufficient diagnostic in-

formation when some children may do so "because" of brain injury, others "be-

cause" of inadequate binocular fusion, others "because" of poor motivation, etc.

This objection is premised on the belief that letter discrimination (or phoneme-

grapheme correspondence) can or should be taught differently to childr'en who, 411

for different reasons, have not yet learned,it. It Is this contention that

10
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forms the basis of the posit* that teaching reading to learning dliabled .

children is different from - teaching reading to other children And it is this

position which Is critl'cally examined In the remainder of this discussion.

The source osevere reading disability, excluding original etiological possi-

bilities, may be viewed as Inhering In the child, in the instruction, or In a

mismatch between child and instruction. Each of these conceptualizations and

the instructional techniques deriving from then will be examined and evaluated.

The Diagnostic-Re-edial Annroich

Several process models, clearly diagnostic-remedial In nature, are presented.

LRoss' (1976) learning model, also discussed, is perhaps a hybrid of diagnostic-re=

medial and task-analytic models.

se

Process Models

The view that t4 child has correlated deficiencies which must be remedi-

ated has been the malcif ity position within the field of learning disabilities

as it ham existed and evelcped over the past t.enty or thirty years. This

conceptualation has been known as the diagnostic-remedial approach (Bateman;

1967b), prescriptive- teaching (Peter, 1965), ability and process - training

(Yesseldyke VSalvia, 1974) psychometric phrenology (Kann, 1971), and even

task analysis (Johnson, 1967). Typically the child's cognitive, perceptual,'

sensory-motor and other processes are assessed by a variety of Psycho-educational

Instruments and patterns of strong andweak functioning ascertained. Often an

effort is made to determine which among the deficits observed is "primary."

The observed deficits on psycho-educational Instruments are said to be merely

correlated with'the academic deficiency ancausailty is specifically disavowed

(Kirk; 1972). it is however. Interesting to note ihat, nevelthelCss, remediatIon

Is planned to overcome or tirceNVent the torrclated defitt with the Implicit,
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If not explicit, hope that so doing will either alleviate the academic problem

or lay a foundation for'so doing. This procedure suggests the belief may still

be cloSer to causality than to mere correlation.

Visual Perceptu,-.1, visual, ant visual-rotnrperceptual traininn, Few topics

within learning disabilities have been as extensively researched as has the

4 Frottig visual perception training program. 'Comprehensive reviews of the re-
l..,

search (e.g., Robinson, 1972a; Wiederholt and Hamill, 1971) reveal, that the

K
Frostig training pjbgram does tend tn increase scores on the Proltig Develop-

sontal Tests of Visual Perception, sometimes increases reading readiness scores,

and does not improve reading. Illustrative studies finding no relationship
/

between visual-perceptual training and reading are those by Anderson (1972)

th

and Jacobs (1968). Larsen and Hammill's (1975) most recent review concludesi

research does not support a necessary relationship between reading and visual-

motor

't

integration,spatial relations, visual memory, or visual discrimination,

as pleasured by curren, instruments. One perceptual test Commonly used which

appears to differentiate reading or learning disabled children from normal

readers is the Bender Gestalt (see e.g., Keogh, 1965; Larsen, Rogers & Sowell,

1976) but'that statistical differentiation holds only for groups of children

and Is of dubious predictive or educational value. Koppitz (1975) found the

Bender distinguished control children from learning disabled children, but

did not differentiate between those learning disabled children who did and

did not have reading problems.
0

A few young children do have difficulty learning to name (or give the sound

for) letters of the alphabet. Undoubtedly this fact contributes to the popularity

of the view that visual dIscrinilnatIon or perceptual Trainin,9 must be needed.
. .

-., Jut those same children can visually Identlfy,hun"dreds oflother'objects or events

41.

12
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and as Rozin, Poritsky, and Stotsky (1971) and Harrigan (1976) have demonstrated

even young children with severe reading problms can learn as many as 30 Chinese

characters in a few hours. This task cicarly requires as much or more visual

dlscriminaeion or perception than learning English letter- young children

can usually perceive and discriminate letters (Calfec, Chap & Venczky, 1972),

so the source of difficulty in naming (or sounding) must be sought elsewhere.

Krippncr (1973) and Keogh (1974), in two eminently rc::dablc reviews, have

examined the controversy surrounding optometrievisual and visual-perceptual

training. Both conclude the controversy Is unresolved and will continue at least

until better research is available. As to the relationship between visual-

perceptual ability and reading, Keogh astutely observes that good visual-per-

ceptual ability may be an outcome of good reading -- "that is, as a child learns

to read, he develops adequate visual perceptual organization, he masters

scanning in a horizontal left -right direction. . . " (p. 227).

Kephart's (1960) motor-perceptual remediation was evaluated in a review of

more than 30 studies by Klesius (1972), who found that of 11 studies meeting

his criteria for acceptability more than half did not favor Kephart's procedures.

Hammill, Goodman and Wiederholt (1974) reviewed 76 studies of the Frostig and

Kephart programs and concluded that visual and motor perceptual training programs/

have not demonstrated an effect on academic achievement and that we must question/

the assumption that perceptual-motor inadequacy causes reading problems. It

should be noted that the Frostly and Kephart programs do not utilize verbal

symbols. Delacato's (1966) training method utilizes motor activities such as

creeping and patterning to develop hemispheric dominance and thus 1.Trove reading
4

ability. Independent studies by Anderson (Note 3), Robbins (1966), ,,nd O'Donnell

(1969) failed to find clear support for the still controversial techniques.

13
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Balow (1971) reports that after numerous searches of the literature he found

no scientifically acceptable data which demonstrated special effectiveness for

any of the physical, motor, or perceptual programs used in the prevention or

correction of reading or gther learning disabilities.

Auditoryy Perceotval traininq. Sabatino 0973) has extensively reviewed the

development and agtessmerit of auditory perception and Intervention efforts,

noting that in comparison to visual perception, relatively little information

Is available. He conclUdes that research has established a correlational

relationship between reading failure and auditory functioning and observes

there Is general disagreement as to whether audit4ry perceptual functioning(e.g.,

Johnson & Myklebust, 1967) or by weaknesses (e.g., Silver 6 Hagin, 1967b) or

Is ever Indicated at all (Mann,,1970). No studies were reported which clearly

411demonstrated auditory perceptual training has a direct effect on reading

achievement. Hamill and Larsen's (1974)review found little support in the

research literature -for the assertions that auditory discrimination, auditory

memori, sound blending, or auditory-visual integration as measured are essential

to reading. Since three or four year olds can accurately repeat words and

patterns of sounds, and even infants can differentiate similar syllables Eimas,

'Slqueland; Jusczyk, L Vigorito, 1971) we must agree with Rozin and Gicitman's

(in press) conclusion that pre-literate children have adequate auditory percep-

tualdevelopment for acquiring reading skills and that except In very rare cases,

auditory perceptual training is not important toteaching reading except as

teaching reading.= se Is a forM of such training.

Auditory-visual Integration, Deficient integration in the sensory systems

was proposed by Birch (1962) as causing or related to reading disability and pip

14
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been supported by research (e.g., Birch'& Belmont, 1966; Lovell & Gorton,

1968; Zurif & Carson, 1970). However, an arguably bctzer view is that the

revealed auditory-visual matching deficiencies arc due to verbal labelinn prob-

lems rather than to cross-model transfer' problems (Blank & Bridger, 1966; Blank,

Weider, & Bridger, 1968; McGrady & Olson, 19701 Steger, Vellutino, & Meshoulam,

1972; Vellutino, Steger, & Kandel, 1972; contra Drader, 1975). Direct teaching

.of grapheme-phoneme correspondence is one visualrauditory integrative activity

clearly supportable at the present time since it is pea- se part-of the reading

act.

Psycholinnuistic traininn. The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities

(1TPA) has been extensively used to diagnose and plan remediation for children

with reading problems. Apart from possibletweaknesges in the theoretical

underpinnings of this process approach, severe criticism has been directed at

the,test's reliability, validity and factorial structure (e.g., Ysseldyke 6

Salvia, 1974; Ysseldyke, 1973; but see newcomer, Hare, Hammill, & McGettigan,

1975) and it has been suggested that remedial activities may not be justified 1-,

(Hammill & Larsen, 1974; Harris, 1976). Carrcill (1972) suggests that there may

not be a pzctern of scores on the ITPA characteristic of poor readers. How-

ever, a review.of early evidence on the 1961 experimental 1TPA (Bateman, 1965)

showed that poor readers were consistently low in auditory and/or visual se-

quential memory. Both of these tests are at the non-meaningful, automatic-

sequential level of language usage. Poor readers were significantly superior

to good readers in visual decoding at the semantic or representational level

of language usage (Kass, 1966). These findings suggest, consistent with Rozin

and Cleitman's (in press) analysis, that poor readers have difficulty with ac-
,

cesOng surface and not with accessing meaning;

15
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Summary: Ability or process training has co rr2 under severe and growing

criticism. Bannatyne (1975) has, however, expressed important cautions In un-

critically accepting the necative rcviewt and conclusions as to possible re-

lationships between these abilities and academic achievement.

Ysseldyke and Salvi., (1974) have contrasted ability training to task-an-

alytically derived skills training (discussion infra) and fault the former for

(a) using hypothetical constructs which go beyond observed behaviors and in-

/
ferring they are causes of the observed differcn-les; (b) hypothesizing that pro-

/
cesses or abilities are essential prerequitites to skills achievement when data

(e.g., Abt Associates, 1976; Bijou, 1970; Cohen, 1969; Haring & Bateman, in

press) show that the skills can be .aughtNirectly and when only correlational

(Pot causal) data suggest a relationship between process and skill (c) using

dlignostic test instruments of questionable reliability and validity and (d)

assuming aptitude treatment interactions which have not been shown to exist.

Veilutino (Uote4) has levelled essentially similar criticism specifically at

the reading disability field And concludes: (a) There is little support for the

theory (or its derivative practices) which views reading disability as caused

by visual-spatial confusion stemming from neurological disorders; (b)-Findings

supporting'the deft:lent sensory. integration hypothesis arc equivocal at best;

(c) Much more support is available for the hypothesis that reading disability

Is associated with verbal learning deficiencies. He contends that even SO, re-

medial activity in verbal skills should be directed toward specific aspects of

the reading act itself.

At least two essential premises in the diagnostic- remedial approach

remain unsupported: (a) The assumed deficiencies in psychological processes

can be ielIably and validly assessed; (b) Remediatlon of thqse processes will,

16
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these preMisek continue to flourish and to dominate the field among practi-'

tIoners, 9f, not among academicians and researchers, Harris (1976) suggests this,
Is the situation becuase research has not Kad sufficient impact to overcome the

threi,forces he see as controll;ng -- the "bandwagon," cs... "pendclum" and the

Zeitgeist effects. Ultimately, the tide will be turned by the ready avaitabilty

of more successful approadies. some are already here.

Attention Deficits

Two recent texts (Hallahan & Kauffman, 1976; Ross, 1976) may signal the

Aeginning of a more date -based approach to teaching learning disabled children.

Both reflect movement away from the questionable premises and instrumentation

of the diagnostic-remedial approach, and both highlight the proiable role of

attention deficits In the academic difficmAsies of the learning disabled child.

-Ross however distinguishes attention deficits from hyperactivity and distracti-

bllity while- Hallahan and Kauffman do not. (See' Hewett, 1974, for related

views.)

The prominent role of attention. in perceptual and cognitive development

has been recognized and studied by many (e.g., Bandura, 1969; Gibson, 1969;

Zeaman t House, 1963), as has its role in the acquisition of reading skills

(e.g., Staats, 1968a,b; Staats, Brewir, t Gross, 1970). Ross (1976) and

Hallahan and Kauffman (1976) specifically apply such theoretical and research

contributions on attention and reading to the learning disabled child.

Ross. Ross' (1976) review and analysis of research on learning and learn-

disabilities led him to concluc:e that learning disabled children pve a

Alovalopmental delay in sustaining selective attention. This conclusion is not

Inconsistent with observations of others (e.g., Scnf, 1972; Chalfant t

17
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Flathouie, 1971); but never has it been mdre systematically and carefully

-derived and applied to tel.lching learning disabled children. While,a develop-

mental delay in selective attention is, conceptually, a deficit Within the

child, Ross' forMulation has been derived from a task anajysis of learning and

Is applied to a simplified".hierarchy of reading skills (seicktive attention -

sequential scanning -4-discrimination - -)o decoding --)comprehension) in an

effort to extract instructional implications for teaching reading. Ross holds

that the capacity to Inhibit stimuli irrelevant to the task at hand and to

selectively focus attention on relevant stimuli develops through interactions

Of maturation and learning and that many learning disabled children (enough to

Justify so defiiting learning disabilities) suffer a delay in its development.

He argues convincingly that frequently reported distractibility, hyperactivity,

and perceptual-motor' integration defects may be but aspects of thesselective ilo

attention problem. Several techniques for direct teaching of selective attention

In reading are preseAted. One tactic is,to exaggerate the differences between

stimuli to be discriminated, making the critical patterns more obvious. Hyman

and Cohen (1975) have independently shown the effectiveness of fading the vertical
a-

line on b and d to successfully achieve that result. The DISTAR reading program

lEngelmann t Bruner, 1974) utilizes different type styles for b and d for the

same purpose. (Sec also Caron, 196$; Koenigsbery, 1973.) The evidence Is

clear that most so-called reversal problems can be prevented by careful teaching

and programming, a fact further supporting the contention that learning disabled

children do not suffer from visual perceptual problems. Several reading methods

commonly recommended for learning disabled children utilize a sensory-motor

component (e.g., Fernald,. 1943; Gillingham t Stillman, 1966). Rost suggests

the sensory-motor element may merely serve to focus attention on the all-impOrtnat.

18
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A

shape of the letter being taught, and Lei se add anything else. Clear

empirical evidence supporting the efficacy of sensory-motor readip6echniques

with learning disabled children is scant, but clinical testimony and case

studies attest to their continuing popularity and perceived utility. Another

technique Ross recommends is presenting the relevant stimulus dimension, in a

variety of forms. Size, color, hi=Ightness, and texture of letters can all be

varied while the critical features of shape and position in space remain constant.

Suchhvariations also capitalize on the fact that novelty, to a point, enhances

4

attention.

Ross also urges that children who have failed in reading and to whom letters

and words-have become aversive may-also need systematic extrinsic reinforcement

to once again attend to the appropriate stimuli. (See, e.g.,Engelmann, Becker,

'Caroline, Meyers, Becker, & Johnson, 1975; Heiman, Fischer & Ross, 1973; Staats &

Butterfield, 1965).

- While Ross thoroughly discusses learning disabilities and the teaching of

other aspects of reading (sequential scanning, etc.) his unique emphasis is

on selective attention. Mkshares the views, 'discussed elsewhere, that e

yowng children can be taught .o consistently decode in a left-right erection

belleves\that neither discrimination nor paired-associate learning deficitsand

hair been shown to be causally related to reading disorders. He suggests

select attention deficits could underlie both.

Manahan and Kauffman. Hallahan and Kauffman (1976) stop short of holding

that attention deficits are so central as to be a proper part of the definition

Of learning disabilities; but they do find the evidence clearly supports the

S

wastence of selective attention deficits in many learning disabled children

(see Hallahan, Kauffman, t Ball, 19734 Hallahan, 1975, and a review by Tarver
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t Hallahany401). They do not find research supports the frequently advoca

reduction of environmental stimuli as an aid to aCaJf.!mic achicvemcne! They do

however, reconnend the use of color cues to draw attention to the critical

features essential to better discriminations and the use of verbal rehearsal

and specific instruct ions as to what should be attended to. The majority of

their recommendatiohs fall under the rubric of applied behavioral analysis, to

be discussed infra.

Task Analysis

In introducing applied behavior ailal -ysis Hallahan and Kauffman (1976)

describe it as even more oriented than are diagnostic-remedial approaches to

"the specification and analysis of molecular units of behavior that are

Important for learning in school. Those who espouse a behavior modification

approach are among the strongest propo lts of behavioral assessment or analysis.

Interested in the teaching of specific skills to children with specific learning

problems, the advocates of behavior modification or applied behavior analysis

seek to improve specific behaviors and to determine precisely the teachin

procedures that are responsible for the improvement" (p. 57). They fu her

observe that applied behavior analysis is particularly useful with learning

disabled (and emotionally disturbed and mentally retarded) children because It

allows precise measurement, is based on, empirical data from the child's own

performance, suggests specific remedial methods, facilitates individualization

of instruction, and provides continuous evaluation of teaching procedures.

Applied behavior analysis does not prescribe what specific skills are to

boltaught, but can deteimine the efficiency of any set of skills In reaching

an objective. The term task analysis'is used here to mean the process of

determining what specific subskilis must be taught. While there is no necessary
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Implication that educators who use task analysis will also use applied behavioral

analysis, the majority do. Applied behavioral analysis is outside the scope of

this discussion except to note (as will be discussed later) that trning dis-

abled children suffer more than most when it is mat employed in teaVg.

4

Careful analysis of the act of readin% itself, beyond description of pos-

sible errors children make, has not previously been of major concern to the tra-

ditionalist view of reading and learning disabilities. It is as if the basic

assumption that children who read poorly must themselves be deficient has

precluded serious consideration of the possibility that In reality the reading

instruction was inadequate. The fact that the majo:ity (a decreasing one in

recent years) of children have leirned to read has apparently been accepted as

satisfactory evidence the 'teaching was appropriate to the nature of the task.

. Engeimann (1967b) has aptly observed that if a child learns to read the program

Is credited, but-if she fails the child,is faulted.

Many factors have had a part in the emergence of reading and learning

disability specialists' interest in an analysis of the reading task. in the

field of reading itself there has been the growing awareness that children have

been4eading less and less-well in recent decades (Matthews, 1966; Lerner, 1976)

1
and that the method of teaching does indeed make a differnece. No longer

does the fact of wide antra- program differences obscuretthe fact of important

Inter-program differences. The recent reversal of the pendelum in the "methods'

battle" between phonics and the whole-word approaches was initially triggered,

some believe, by the public outcry in 1955 over Flesch's Why Jnhnny Can't Read.

Chaff 1's Learning to Read: ThikGreat Debate (1967) forced even educators to

admit the controversy was real. 'More recentl y, discrepancies havdibeen nott.d

between the actual data from the U.S. Office of Education Primary Reading

21
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Studies (Cond and Dykstra, 19r,7), e.g., the stellar performance of the lippinc

phonic - linguistic program (1ykstra, 1%13), versus the widely publicized impression

that method was not found to he an important variable. Most recently, and yet

to,have its major iroact, is the national evaluation of roject Follow-Through

In which one task-analytically derived reading program (DISTAR) was so success-

that poverty, high -risk, bilingual (nr as some prefer"semi-lingual") and

otherwise usually very low-achieving populations taught by OISTAR read at

middle-class grade-level norms by the end of third grade (Abt Associates, 1976).

The Right-to-Read program may evidence recognition that method does make a

difference and that the more.successful methods should be Implemented. As yet

only lawsuits at the small claims court level (Diehl, 1975) have been successfully

waged against schools for failing to teach children to read, but the dam come

very soon when higher courts will entertain such cases (Stewart, 1971). The

success of such cases will depend upon many factors, but proof that methods"

other than those used might have succeeded will be importnat (Abel, 074; Bate-

man, 1975; Saretsky, 1973).

Other factors roving the learning disabilities field toward an analysis of

reading and teaching methods-so derived include the rapid development and

acceptance of behavioral technology in imoroving instruction and, not unrelated,

the current demand that school; become more accountable asto communicating

their objectives and their actual accomplishments in teaching basic skills.

Della-Plana and Endo(1973)have reviewed three major approaches to the

analysis of reading processes --the conceptual (e.g., !lively, 1966), the empirical

(e.g., Holmes, 1970) and the experimental (e.g., Gibson, 1970). Treatment of

these contributions and many others that lould be Included Is outside the

present discussion. We shall briefly examine several analyses, of the beginning

. 22
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readins process which arc consistent with outcome data on reading programS, and

which hlghlighl points of particular relevance for teaching reading to children

who, without superb teaching are likely to encounter undue difficulty in learning

to read. Then, after a brief examination of aptitude-treatment interaction, we

shall attempt to synthesize a position, with specific inst.ictional suggestions

as to-how read g should\bc taught to learning disabled children.

Analyses of Ben ninn Reading

Venezky: Venezky (Note 1) ha% defined prcreading skills. These skills are

of particular importance to the learning disabled because these children are often

initially identified as lacking readiness, i.e., they have not yet been

effectively taught these very skills. He describes the procedure: "...19e

arrive at prercading sifills by identifying a complete set of initial reading

-0--
tasks (objectives) and then defining all of the prerequisite skills . for this

set of tasks. Then, for a_ given population of pre-readers, those skills which

all or almost all merbers of the population have mastered are eliminated" (p.5).

The definition of lubskilis is, accomplished by logical analysis of the reading,

task and by their demonstrated effect on later reading achievement.
A1/4

His analysis of sight-lad recognition skills revealed three subskills:
.

(a) visual discrimination of letter strings, which in turn requires letter

recognition (in which the only proble, s orientation), attention to order of

letters, and attention to the entir work; (b) associatibn and retention of

labels for the let -ter strings; and (c) retrieval and articulation of labels ---

when shown the st4ings. His analysis of decoding revealed five subskillst

cif letter differentiation; (b) association of sound and letter; (c) blending

ponds; (d) identification of a sound within a work; and (c) sound matching

within words.
4301
4v fij
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I

These subskilis were studied in terms of instructional design and

five 'emerged as .he hub of the Instructional program: (a) attending to letter

order; (b) attending to letter orientation; (c) attending to word detail; (d)

sound matching; and (e) sound blending.

In designing the experimental teaching program emphasis was plaCed on

, focusing the learner's attention on re4CVant features of :the task, a strategy

of the utmost' importance and consistent with Ross' (1976) hypothesis that

selective attention deficits are central in learning disabilities.

. 'Venerky notes that many popularly emphasized skills arc.omItted: letter-

name knowledge, fine7motor performance, visual discrimination of objects and

shapes,ocular-motor control, et.al. Logical analysis reveals that these and

other similar Skills so commonly taught'or insisted upon as vital part of.
reading readiness or remediation are not part of reading (although they maybe.

ccrrelated.with reading, as Is family income).
ITprovement in,them Is not

accompanied by Improvement in reading and they may be demonstrated to be present

and sufficiently divelopeefor reading long before reading Instruction Is,or-

dlnarily attempted.

Engelmbnn and Bruner (01STAR). Engelmann & Bruner (1974) take an approach

vary similar to Venezky and not surprisingly reach a similar result. "We'can

figure out what skills should be taught before. children arc Introduced to work

reading by analyzing a simple work such as mat" (p.23, Teacher's guide). The

skills they conclude arc ndcessary arc: (a) symbol identification in which

the child recognizes letters and gives correct sounds (b) seRuencing, i.e.,

reading the symbols In the correct ordci (c) blending,in which children are

taught'a Word can be analyzed by sounding it out and synthesized by then.sayilt

It at normal speed, (d) rhyming so that similarities among word; may be recognized.
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DISTAR teaches these four skills to mastery. Symbol identification is the key

decoding skill and Os taught daily, beginning on the first day of the program.

Sequencing is taught in the first 24 lessons, blending to the first 45, and

rhyming begins on lesson 18. On lesson 37 children begin Independently decoding

regular words. Beginning with lesson 96 techniques for identifying words (,i,thr.

out sounding them out are begun. Story'reading begins on lesson 40.

Not all children progress at the rate of one lesson a day. ThchIng to

mastery and not s3enitng time on material already mastered are essential elements

in DISTAR teaching. Therefore those children who need more time receive it

while ethers may skip les-sons. DISTAR Reading 1 emphasizes code-cracking but

also includzs comprehension questions, written excrcl,ses and spelling assign-

ments. DISTAR Reading 11 (approximately the second year of instruction, but

some children begin it during first year and others not until part way through ,

second year) had greater emphasis on comprehension and decoding irregular words,

and teaches letter names. DISTAR Reading Ill focuses almost entirely on

"comprehension -- teaching children to read for new information and concepts, i.e.,

to read to learn.

To say DISTAR is promising for teaching reading to children who without it

are at riskas potentially poor readers is grosSly to understate the case.

A recent national evaluation of four year results of Project Follow-Through

in -five communities (Abt Associates, 1976) states that Ihe Engelmann-Becker

Direct instruction Model. (DISTAR) has largely achieved the oat of raising the

average achievement of economically disadvantaged children to the level of their

middle-class peers. Becker and Engelmann (Mote 5) report on over 8,000 economi-

cally disadvantaged children from fifteen communities (three are mostly Native

Americana t Mexican American, one Spanish, eight Black, three White, threeN'...w1.1
:-.
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mixed Black and White). All nonpoor chlrdren (approximately 2,0qn) In theses!

Follow-Through sites were excluded from the analyses. 1 the end. of third

grade the poverty children were decoding one. standard deviation above the

national norm pn the Wide Range Achieverv!nt Test (VAT). On the Metropolitan

Achievement Test (MAT) (vocabulary and reading comprehension) they were just

slightly belod the national norm; however ibis MAT, performance exceeded the

average of all Follow-Through sponsors by one-half aNstindard deviation and also

exceeded that of thqNmore advantaged non-FollowrThrough comparision group. In a

fifth and sixth grade follow-up covariance analysis of 600 DISTAR, students, 122,

comparisons were made with appropriate comparison subjects. Forty-two comparisions

were significant (pc.05, one-tail test)andlorty of those favored DISTAR. The

most favorable results- were in reading.

Becker, Engelmann and Thomas (1975) present data on the below 80 IQ group.

of Follow-Through Children (iq..72). These children gajnbd more than a, year on

MAT reading for ear year in the program.

Average and above-average second graders taught by DISTAR Reading showed

almost fifth grade reading achievemdnt a=4.7.on Stan-ford Achievement Test

at end of second grade), (Engelmann and Carnine, Note 6)e Second grade Follow-,

Through Children who were not poor read at 4.5 0.ade level (MAT) while the '

low-income children read at 3.7 grade level' Decker and Engelmann, Note 7).

Rozln and fAeltmqn. Rozin and lipitmam (in press) underscore the fact

that even the most comprehensive analysis of fluent adult reading cannot lead

directly to a prograM for teaching beginners. Mat must be taught to beginners

is,the residue after eliminati4,the skills the pre-literate child brings to the

Instructional situation and those things that will be acquired developmentaliy.
4

throughigeneral contact with language. They convincingly demonstrate from

26
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research and logic, as does Venezky (ote 1), that preschool children already

possdss the visual perception, auditory perception, visual-auditory translation,

syntactic, and semantic skills necessary for reading. What they lack and must

be taught is the phonological basis of alphabetic orthography. Clinical experi-

ence with disabled readers and outcome data on both initial and remedial teaching

are totally consistent with their analysis. They demonstrate a general psycho-

linguistic relationship: the lower the level of the language feature, the later

It becomes accessible. Semantics is easier to access than syntax and syntax is

easier than phonology. Within phonology, syllables a-e easier than phonemes,

This principle, combined with historical perspective on the development of

written language, leads Rozin and Gleitman to the proposition that the appro-

priate unit for beginning reading instruction is the syllable. The result is

a reading program (Rozin & Gleitman, 1974) in which four teaching steps precede

the direct teaching of single phonemes. Those first steps teach: (a) the

principle that meaning can be represented visually, (b) logographic (rebus)

representations, (c) words are segmentable and written symbols can represent

those segments, and (d) each segment (syllable) has a unique writing and

syllables recombine and blend to form new words._ After these steps the chil-

dren are taught that syllables can be dissected into parts and work Is begun

on grapheme-phoneme relationships.

-They report that children have no di liculty with steps (a) and (b). Low

aeh:evers begin to have problems first It step (c) (segmenting words) and then

with the memory component at step (d). Some urban children had not reached the

final step of phonemergrapheme correspondence by the end of first grade.

Although some upper middle class children made the syllable to phoneme transi-

tion In as little as one month, the experimental group did not sur'ass controls
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on phonemic skills at the end of the first year. These disappointing

results may reflect program design weaknesses rather than- an inappropriate

analysis of reading.

()thee programs. Another reading program designed from task analysis for

children who may have or have had difficulty learning to read is Starter/101

(O'Keefe, 1970). "The piogram is essentially the product of our task analysis

of the process and potential problem of-learning to read... Ve have delineated,

sequenced, and integrated hundreds of spicific bbjectivcs" (1971, p. 55). The

program consists of four-step cycles each comprised of (1) speaking and under-

standing words to be read in the fourth step (7' recognizing printing, pro-

ducing the sound for one letter, both upper and lower cases (3) combining

(blending) sounds (4) using learned letter-sounds in new words. Given a range

of 22 to 55 hours of instruction, a group of 38 children who had poor school

achievement and poor prognosis as to reading, Averaged a seven month reading

4

gain on the MT.

Glass (1971) provides a rationale, in the form of eight hypotheses, for his

perceptual conditioning approach. (1) Decoding should be taught separately

from "reading". 2) 'leaning should be made irrelevant to decoding instruction

and this can be done by teaching decoding using only words whose meaning is

already known [Ond obviously can also be done by using nonsense] (3) Decoding

must be taught without context or picture clues so that only decoding skills

can be utilized. (4) Since syllabication can be accomplished only after a

word has been decoded it shoui not be part of decoding instruction. (5)

Successful decoders do not consciously use rules, so rules should not be taught.

(6) Werd parts (letter-clusters) are the unit to which successful decoders

respond. (7) Correct visual and auditory clustering (discrimination of aPpro-
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priate units of 'otters and sounds) is vital to decoding. (8) The correct mental

set can be condltiored and can cause the decoder to sec and respond to the

appropriate letter-sound structures.

From this rationale Glass developed an Instructional methodology in which

whole words arc Individually presented and the correct mental set is induced by

asking "What letters make sound?" and "What sounds do the letters

make?" The configuration of the whole word is never changed in any way. The

decoder is thus perceptually conditioned to see letter clusters which frequently

appear in English. Glass argues, as do Rozin and Gleitman (in press), that it

is just as easy to learn that three or four letters make a sound cluster as it

is to learn one letter makes a sound. Glass recognizes that one cannot neces-

sarily establish from the performance of fluent adult decoders that children

should be taught to decode without rules, but nevertheless relies on a study

by Burton and Glass Note 8) in which it was shown that excellent readers in

grades two through five also do not use rules. It should be noted that extra-

polation from proficient decoders, even if elementaFy children, to novices may

not be justified.

An Interesting program to compare with Glass' is Vail's Formula Phonics

(1969) which was designed for non-readers and poor readers of all ages and

backgrounds. Vail (1971} says "Certainly middle and upper income Caucasian

first-graders who have good attendance patterns, who are not immature, and who

do not present atypical learning patterns, will probably... &caul) as well,

taught by conventional reading methods, as Si) Formula Phonics" (pt. ill). How-

ever, YAPS Concern, like ours, is for the rest of the children. Regular con-

sonant sounds and rules and long and short vowel sounds are "programmed" Into pu-

pils as pre-reading skills, being certain that any Incorrectly learned sounds are
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extinguished. Then regular later clusters (pals) are taught. Sounding words
.

Is carefully distinguished from reading. Once "programmed", students read orally'

from material at their highest level of comprehension. Mien an unknown word is

encountered, the teacher then teaches the use of ward- attack skills and phonic

units programmed earlie.- by asking the class five questions (the "formula"):

a Does the word have (I) a suffix (2 silent letters (3) "pais" (4) any

letters which must change their sounds and (5) how do you work the.remaining

vowels? Principles of reinforcement are systerlatically used. Vails "pals" and

Glass' "clusters' are markedly similar, "programming" and conditioning" seem

related, and total diss!nilatity Is seen in the treatment of rules in the too-

programs. Other reading teaching approaches which are consistent with task

analysis and/or applied behavioral analysis include the Monterey Reading Progra.

ii,
(Baker 6 Gray, 1972) which utilizes a complex behavioral analysis in monitoring

child progress, and the work of Lovitt and Huriburt (i974) and Farina and Pauck

(1969). The application of known principles of learning can also be seen in

the construction of certain reading materials such as the Remedial leadinn Drills

(lieggc, Kirk, t Kirk, 1936).

'Summary. The programs br(efly described in this section,'have been system-

atically derived from analyses of reading and/or from behavioral learning

principles. Hone has started from the premise that learning disabled children

must be taught unique skills or taught in a unique way, with the Possible

exception of 'toxin and Gleitman who use some children's observed difficulty

in learning single phoneme-grapheme correspondence as a major part of the

rationale for .their initial focus on syllables. Like Rozin and Gleitman, Glass

and Vall also use clusters of letters, both relying on observed frequency of III

the clusters and Glass additional:y citing the performance of young, successful
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decoders as grounds for the larger unit.

Programs such as those cited, most especially D1STAR, illustrate that a

` reading fialure rate of near zero may be achieved by task-analytically derived

programs which do not rely on individual diagnosis of children's psychological

strengths and weaknesses. The responsiblity for teaching all the essential

skills in reading is assumed by task-analytically based programs and no

necessary reliance Is placed on extra-program training (see tngelmann, 1967b,

.1969a).

Not all task analytical) derived programs nor all demonstrably successful

programs were Included in this brief review. These were chosen to illustrate

task-analytic program derivation and to suggest that some prog?ams are popular

mythology asid,, far superior to others, In derivation and in outcome data.

The same point could have been made,-as it has by many others, by reporting

the growing body of research (e.g., Bleismer & Yarborough, 1965; Chall, 1967;

Curren t Hughes, 1965) comparing results across programs. Fraught as the kind

of research is with practical.problems, it is nevertheless clear that !ntensive,

systematic decoding programs result in better reading achievement than do other

kinds of beginning reading programs. It is Just possible that intensive de-
o

coding instruction is even more vital for potential low achievers than for

their easy-to-teach counterparts, as teachers have long insisted (See Tobias, 1976).

Is the suggestion that learnig2 disabled children benefit more than other children

from systematic decoding instruction tantamount to undue reliance on aptitude-

treatment interaction? Does research justify such a suggestion? The next

section explores aptitude-treatment interaction and reading instruction.

Aptitude-Treatment interaction,

Teachers have long been taught "there is no one way to teach all children --
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some need one method, others need another." The often unspoken assumption ill

that somehow we can consistently and accurately identify those children who

need technique A and those who need B. Presumably the secret of this success-

ful matching is in some idcntifiabie characteristics of the children.

In this section we exaNne the success to date of efforts to match learner

aptitudes, traits, or characteristics with reading method.

Modality instruction

An impressive list of authorities in learning disabilities have recooMended

that methods of reading instruction should be somehow mhtched go th' child's
ti

relative modality patterns. Johnson and Myklebust (1967), Wepman (1964, 1971)

and Lerner (1971) have alrrecommended teaching reading be consistent with the

t

child's strong modality '(e.g., auditory learners should be taught by phonics).

Kirk (1972) has reCOhmended direct remediation of the weakness. Rupert (note

II,

Aik
,N,

9) suggests initial teaching to c strengths with a switch at some unspecified

Itime to the weakness. Othess ha suggested teaching to both, concentrating on

strengths in group situations and weaknesses in private tutoring; othertadvo-
`,-,

cote utilizing the strengths to improve the weaknesse (Johnson, 1967) and so

on. (See &Hirsch, Jansky 6 Langford, 1966 and Silver 6 Hagin, 19671 for slight

variations.) This modality-matching advocacy has been so successful that 911

believed research supported it. Ninety-nine percent of the teachers familiar

with it agreed modality should be a major consideration in devising educational

ehparations. The model was reported usqd frequently or always by 78t1of the

teachers. t

Arter and Jenkins reviewed 15 reading studies to date (Bateman, 1967;

drmninks, 1968; Oursuk. 1971; Freer, note 11; Harris. note 12: Janssen, 1972;

Newcomer $ Roodman. 1975; Ringler.6 Smith, 1973; Robinson, 1972; Sabatlno
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t Dorfman, 1974; Sabatino, Ysseldyke, t Voolstop, 1973; Smith, 197i; Tyler,

1974; Vandever g Neville, 1974; Waugh, 1973), Which (a) assessed modality

strengths and weaknesses, (b) designed or used materials that stress Various

modalities, and (c) attempted to discover modality-instructional interactions.

After a careftil critique of the studies, Arter- and Jenkins conclude the findings

are remarkably consistent in that.fourteen found no interactions and only one

(Bursuk,.1971) reported an interaction consistent with roaality model predictions.

Bursuk studied 10th graders and measured comprehension skills whereas the other

14.studiai used elementary age subjects and focused on decoding outcome measures.

The interaction Bursuk obtained was due to greater irprovement in reading coat-
:

prehension of auditory learners when they were also taught listening compre-

hension. Visual learners did not show a transfer from listening comprehension

to reading comprehension.

Arter and Jenkins conclude, as have other reviewers (e.g., Ysseldyke, 1973;

Veflutino, Steger, Moyer, Harding, 6 Ni!es, Note 13) that either the modality

model is invalid or, given current limitations in educaiionat assessment and

programming techniques, It is merely not applicable at this time.

Other Interaction Ilvestinations

i Traits other than relative modality patterns have been studied In relation

to different kinds of reading Instruction. AMong thesi arc level of reading

readiness (Stallings g Keepes, 197n, which also-found a significant modality
4

interaction and was not reviewed by Arter 6 Jenkins, Note 10), reading achieve-

rent (Sabaroff, 1963) and introversion-eAtraversion (Whitehill 6 Jipson, 1970).

(See Berliner 6 Cahen, 1973 and Dracht, 1970 for rev(eGi of ATI studies, In-

cluding those Just cited.) At this time few specific, definitive answers are

available as to interactions between traits, other than modality strength,

and beginning reading instruction. Teaching lore, If not hard data, supports
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the generalization th4t low ability children benefit proportionately more that

do high ability children frcm tightly structured, systematic, reading pregrams.

/

Reed, Rabe and Mankinen (1970) reviewed studies o' teaching reading to

b a

t/

in-Injured children, and found 42 articles written during the 1961's which
.

alt

.

with educational and remedial-methods for brain-damaged children. Only

nine (covering seven investigations) experimentally evaluated methods; the other

33 described or recommended teaching procedures with no evidence of their merit.

After analyzing the seven empirical studies the reviewers conclude "Above all,

there is no empirical basis for recommending certain pedagogical procedures...

for brain-injured children as opposed to non-brain Injured children who also

may have a.learning disability" (p. 396), While these studies were not designed

as aptitude-treatment Interaction studies they Indicate-the absence of a data

base for the claim that certain reading methods are better for brain-injured

children.

Models for Further Antitude-Yreatment Interaction (ATI) Research

Salomon (1972) is doubtful ATI research can contribute very much to improving

Instruction because learners can be divided On innumera e, uncorrelated variables

But he believes ATI research can assist In developing better explanations and

conceptualizations as to the'nature of instruction. He proposes three models

all of which relate directly to the problem whether learning disabled chl.i-

dr4In should be taught to read differently from other chldren.

The remedial model. The remedial model Is based on a task-analytic view

of teaching and can predict ATIs only when (a) task-specific capabilities

account for a large part of the variance in learning outcome, (b) the material

to be taught Is sequen
\
Ially ordered. and (c) all subordinate objectives on

the hierarchy are to'be earned as a result of initructiOn. I; assumes the III
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learners will be changed, I.c., they will be taught to do what they cannot yet

do. This model would predict, e.g., that given high and low scorers on visuali-

zation and a"task which requires attending to certain details to make spatial

transformations, the high visualizers would perform better under an activation

treatment which merely enables them to do what they already know how to do and

low visualizers would perform better under, a modeling treatment which taught

them the skills they lack.

The compensatory model. The compensatory Todd does not envision the 4

learner will be changed; rather the deficiency in the learner will be compen-

sated for by the treatment. If one assumes memory is unlikely to be changed by

a treatment, then this model would predict that persons low in memory would

perform eetter in a lecture treatment with quizzes interspersed every five

minutes (to reduce the memory requirement) whereas those high in memory would

do better in a standard lecture with note taking. If the personalogical variable

can be changed, thelbmedial model would be preferred, according to Salomon.

The preferential model. The preferential model is useful for persona-

logical variables which represent general "mediating processes" across a

variety of tasks and.capitalizes on style of information processing, type f

motivation, etc. The personalogical variables are not unlike those in

compensatory model but the logic of the matching is different. ihe preferential

model would predict that students high on achievement motivation would perform

better with achievement-oriented feedback while those high on affiliation-

.

motivation would do better with affiliation-oriented feedback. The unsuccess-

4u, modality - reading instruction matching studies reviewed earlier may have

been conceptualized as efforts to employ this model, alth1ugh arguably some

Investigators may !lave viewed their work as fitting the comp nsatory model.
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Salomon's review of stud:es leads him to conclude that la) when treat-

ments provide the mediators which low performers cannot (do not) provide for

themselves, that treatment will depress the performance of those who do provide

the mediators themselves, and, (b) when treatments capitalize on strgnger

aptitudes, the high scorers benefit more.

Summary and Implicatiohs

The failure of modality matched reading instruction to show the expected

aptitude-treatment interactions need not yet priclude further investigation of

other traits in relation to instruction. If learning disabled children &-

suffer, as Rosi (1976) suggests, from jelective attention deficits, Salomon

would predict they would benefit, where other children would not, from reading

Instructi\ns which either compensates for that deficitor teaches selective

attentiondirectly. In the following section we propose reading instruction

for learning diaabled children which does just that and does so within the

tnfines of intensive, direct decoding instruction defived from a task-analysis

of reading.

The Fourth Anoroach

Much remain; unknown about the reading processes, learning disabled chil-

dren, and reading programs. And yet ugh is known,if only it can be ample-

'vented, to greatly reduce if not total!y eradicate the severe reading probl

ceisnow so rampant in American schools. M iat followss one observer's perspc iv

as to that which is knOwn and bears dieectly on how reading should be taught to

learning disabled children. Some, observations seem to be self-evident;

some :ire inferences and extrapolations from empirical data; and some may be

Just plain errors.. Taken together they say:

Learning di

)
abled children arc thctse who must be taught by the best read-.
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ing methods avairable.if they are to succeed. So taught, they can and do learn

to read. Therefore, "teaching disabilitlesm is a more precise term than learning

disabilities to-describe the cause of their failure when it does occur. Pear

failure-proof methods for teaching all children to read are already available.

Continued failure of schools to employ these programs is at best negrlgent and

at worse malicious. Implementation of the best that is eur.rentli available

would help mightily; further refinements in these programs wnuld help slightly

more.

Seulnninn Reading Processes

The first step in beginning reading is converting written symbols to their

spokea,equivalents. This may be done, theoretically, using any unit from para-

graphs to single graphemes. Conventional beginning reading programs of the last

forty years have used the word as the initial unit to be converted. Both dista

-5

and logic suggest betteq.reading achievement accrues from using smaller units.

The word approach has been defended by inapnropriate extrapolatidrfrom question-
.

able analyses of proficient adult reading and by claims it provides easy access

to meaning-in order to maintain children's interest. (But how interesting are

Dick an aye's "ohs" and "looks" and how reinforceing is memorizing whole words

versus '1 gurIng out" new words (Blumenfeld, 1974; Johnson, 1970)7 Regardless

of the merits of the whole word or meaning emphasis approach for the majarity of

children who do seem to learn to read by "osmosis" and without intensive,

systematic or structural instruction, the clear fact is this method has been

disastrous for learning disabled children.. Systematic decoding must be the

first step in reading and must be the direct focus of initial instruction for

all learning disableichildren. .Further, it must be recognized that decoding,

not comprehension, Is the potential pitfall for learning disabled children.
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Task tnalysis of decoding reveals it contains certain suhskills: fa)

responding to graphemes or grapheme clusters with appropriate phonemes or

phoneme clusters; (b) responding in the appropriate temporal sequence, derived

from the spatial Order of the written symbols; (c) blending the phonemes or

phoneme duster into words. Adequate sound-symbol association learning allows

thelaference thzh Its subskill of letter discrimination was performed and that ,

discrimination in turn allows the inference the child's attention was selectively

and appropriately focused on relevant stimulus dimensions.

Tr skills are conspicuously absent from a task analysis of decoding:

(a) letter dmiqg and (b) picture and/or "context" reading.

Letter n. ing. Correlatibnt between knowledge of letter names (number

known) at the beginning of first grade and reading level at the end of first

grade have been reported by Bond and Dykstra (1967) to range between .51 and

.60. However, in a well designed study, Speer and Lamb (1976) have shown that

fluency (rate) of letter naming correlated .79 to .85.with reading achievement.

Since It Is logically evident and empirically established (Samuels, 1971) that

letter names do not arse facilitate reading, the fluency factor emerges even

more pertinently. Speer and Lamb predictably found no relationship between

gain sc ores in letter naming and reading achievement., Rate of accurate decoding

Is probably a more important factor In early reading proficiencl.that has been

recognized in the past (Starlin, 1971). Unfortunately the very children fort

whom.theinitial associative learning of soundirbol relationship Is difficult

are the same children who obtain less practice an whose fluency is'thus doubly

hindered:

Picture and "context" reading. Pictures may he used to teach the come.

thottsymbols on paper can signal us to say something. Programs wych utilize
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rebus writing do Just that (e.g., Rozin G Gleitman, 1974; Voodcocki Clark,

1969). Many children do need systcmatii: instruction in the concept that speech

can be depicted In written form. However, there is no clear evidence that the

concept is too difficult to teach using words and letters.

Only if a learning disabled child does not acquire the concept In spite of

clean teaching using graphemes or words (a most unlikely event) womad It seem

appropriate to.uso.picturcs. Since learning disabled children, by definition,

have more than their sharp of difficulty in reading, It is foolish to teach

unnecessary, extra steps.

The other use 4-ftfictures In beginning reading programs is at an aid to

comprehinsion and therefore an "interest-maintainer." The merit of this must

be weighed against the fact that humans seem to walk the paths of least effort.

Pictures often enable the child to falsely appear to be decoding. Fluent,

automatic decoding Is a prerequisite to later wholistic comprehension,(Labergc

t Samuels, 1974) and picturei can, for some learning disabled children, signi-

ficantly distract the child's attention and energy from the essential task of

decodin0 The argument that decoding and comprehension initially utilize

different cognitive processes and perhaps even different areas of the brain

can be mode, but for present purposes, the need for attention to be focussed

on decoding is a sufficiently strong argument to urge that pictures not be

employed as a comP4hension aid.

A related contention is that pictures are motivating or reinforcing. This

is probably true and therefore they should be used after successful decoding

to provide Infoimational clOsure and feedback (Gibson, 1970) or whatever other

type of reinforcement they can. At least one program (DISTAR) uses pictures

1

this way.
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Other context clues arc often urged upon children and Inevitably lead the

child to adopt gucsing as a decoding tactic. Proficient adult readers do form

hypotheses and Wcctations about what the next ideas will be - that is not

disputed. Out contention is that accurate decoding skills must be acquired

before that stage and that guessing strategies interfere, for learning disabled'

children, wit accurate decoding.;

Learning Disabled Children

If learning disabled, children differ, as a group, from other children In

lays relevant to teaching reading, theubdifferences might be dbscribcd as

need for (a) systematic aid in attendingto the relevant features (shape and

position) of the graphemes to be discriminated ('toss, 1976) (b) greatet than

/Mks
usual number of repetitions of correct grapheme-phonene association and 60 lip

more systematic reinforaement of new learning. (for closely related observations

on unfamiliar learning see Engelmann, Note 14)

As indicated earlier, special education efforts to find aptitude-treatment

Interactions have focused on modality aptitudes and been notably unsuccessful..

Literature from other disciplines (e.g., Berliner C Cohen, 1973;.Cronbach

Snow, 1969) is not as pessimistic. It is too early to dismiss the possibility

that some i'echniques of reading instruction arc particularly beneficial for

sore children. Learning disabled children, as currently labelled, are not a

homogenous group. But to the extent characteristics are shared these may
- .

constitute appropriate perscinaio041 variables for interactional investigation.

The hypothesized lower performaNce ion selective attention to graphemic features

and more trlali to mastery are characteristics which would be changed through&
,1OV

successful intervention and therefore Salomon's (1972) remedial ATI model would
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be appropriate. The model would pi,Jict, we believe accurately, that treat-

ments InJuding direct teaching of selective attention and providing numerous

repetitions t.ould deter the performance of those non-learning disabled children

dy discriminate symbols and need few repetitions. ATI literature seems

c principle that the further away a learner is from mastery of an

ore the learner benefits from structured, deductive, rulcg ap-

conversely, the less yet to be learned, the greater the benefit

fiom egrule or inductive or inductive approaches (Tobias, 1976). This principle

IS related to the oft heard generalization that academically able youngsters

can learn to read with any approach while difficult-to-teach children need a

"structured, phonics" program.

It has not been definitiYely established that all or even most learning

disabled children have these particular deficits. A reasonable interpretation

of available data suggest they might. To the extent they do, ATI models should

be employed more carefully than in the past in an effort to successfully match

these learning characteristics with suirable structured teaching techniques.

Attending to relevant phoneme features. Learning disabled children should

be taught the rule that "letters and numbers point one way." Everything a

child has learned about spatial orientation prior to encountering letters and

numbers has been that what something is called is not affected by rotation and

that one need not therefore attend to how it is "pointed" when naming lt. It

Is hard to know whether to laugh or cry when "severe strephosymbolia" in a ten-

year old boy Is instantly cured.by teaching'the "Pointy Rule." It is even

harder to answer his somber "Why didn't any of my teachers tell me that?"

Admittedly, andremarkably, most children figure out the Pointy Rule even

though they do not articulate It. They are masters of incidental learning;
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learning disabled children arc not.

Learning disabled children need practice, to mastery, In discriminating

all letters from each other, e.g., b,from d. As yet unresolved, but read-

fly determinable, Is whether children who required more practice reach mas-

terymore readily by overlearning b before d is introduced or by initial con-

frontation with the pair. In either case, learning is made initially easier

if other discriminablv features (e.g. ty, tylc) are added to spatial or-

ientation. Hymen and Cohen (1975) have shown that decreasing the stimulus in-

tensity of the vertical line aids in this discrimination. in short, rever-

sal problems and other letter discrimination failures can be prevented by

good pedagogy.- even if they do have their origin in "minimal brain dys-,

function," in the genes, or in a weak ego.

Greater repetitions to asAociatIve rastcry. Precise data are difficult till

locate, but clinical lore suggests; probably quite accurately, that some learning

disabled children require as many as 1500 to 5011 correct associations of initial

sound-symbol correspondences before reliable retention will occur. After the

first few symbols are learned (1.e. the correct sound response invariably given

to the letter stimulus) the number of required repetitions drops markedly and

will approximate that of non - learning disabled children. It is difficult to

determine, in ordinary teachini situations, whether 'he repetitions are required

because of difficulties in selectively attending, discriminating, or associating.

The teacher should therefor cover all bets by special care as to each possiblity.

Commonly, teachers find it difficult to provide sufficient monitored oral

response opportunities to the first symbols before more are introduced. The

child's contusion mounts and uncorrected errors proliferate, further compounly

the failure cycle. Teachers must be especially alert of the pitfalls of pro-
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vIdIng off-target practice. Circling a thousand mrkshcct pictures of things

that start with /m/ provides exactly zero practice in looking at m and re-

spbnding with /m/. It is only the latter skill that is part of decoding. The

clear implication is that teachers must somehow provide sufficient and appro-

priate repetitions anemust monitor' progress very precisely. This is a tall

order, but less is not teaching and Is not defensible. Letter names double the

child's learning burden and do not contribute to reading skill. Therefore,

they should be taught only after decoding skills arec- irly solid (as done in

DISTAR).

The use of reinforcement. Children can be taught to read even though we

have not resolved the complex and fascinating disputes between behaviorists and

those of other persuasions as to the nature of the acquisition of language

skills. But some learning disabled children will not be taught to read without

careful use of well established behavioral principles of reinforcement. The

complexities of reinforcement schedules and the technicalities of differences

between negative reinforcers and punishers need not be mastered by all teachers.

Out we do need to recognize that mastering decoding skills is not sufficiently

"Intrinsically" rewarding to all children
I

to maintain the necessary,effort. We

1ght ardently wish it were or even believe It "should" be. neither changes

the fact that It is not. Reading programs should %lye built-in procedures for

appropriate reinforcement and for visibility and precise monitoring of children's

presentation of reinforcement and recording Is outside this discussion, and

the interested reader w!ll find ample assistance In a variety of sources such

. as Burdett and Fox (1973), Naughton (1972), lovitt (1973), and Starlin (1971)

for recording techniques and O'Leary and O'Leary (1972) and Decker, Engelmann,

and Thomas (1971) for reinforcement and management techniques useful in class-
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room reading instruction.

Teacher Training

At the present tine the single obstacle to successful reading instruction

for learning disabled children is inadequate teacher training programs in the

nation's colleces of education, Learning disabled children can learn and read-

ing programs adequate to teach them, in the hands of well-trained teachers, are

already available. Thoise who would improve the abysmal state of reading

Instruction for learning disabled children have a to-fold job -- first per-

suading 'he education world it is currently possible and then teaching that

world the skills required to do it. The persuasion burden may be the heavier.

Research has not been a potent aid; 1/t4gation may be (Abel, 1974; Bateman, 1975;

Sarctsky, 1973; S,Jgarman, 1974).

Summary

like other children, learning disabled children bring to school adequate III

auditory, visual, auditory-visual integrative, syntactic, and semantic skills

U2 learn to read. Like ether children, they do not need to learn letter ames

or picture reading to de:ode. Like other children, they do need to be taug

the separate, or i' least separable skills of decoding sound-symbol corre-

spondence, left-to-right sequ..nce, and sound blending.'

Perhaps-unlike other ch'idren they need programs and teachers which

especially emphasize selective attention to relevant grapheme features, provide

and require adequate repetitions of grapheme-phoneme correspondences to insure

mastery, and systematically utilize principles of reinforcement.

And, finally, all our children needaceountable schools committed to

teaching them to read even if that commlttment requires, as it does, the

relinquishment of handy -dandy cop-outs and the acceptance of demonstrably 0

effective reading programs and teaching techniques.
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April 13--P.M.

OPEN DISCUSSION OF BATEMAN PRESENTATION

705

SHUY: When you were talking about the second of your last three points, the

greater repetition to associative mastery, you said we needed more monitoring of

these repetitions. Could you explain who do "s the monitoring? Dc you mean the

teacher monitors, or the child monitors himself, or how is that?

BATEMAN: Both. Well, self-monitoring at the very early stage& would be kind of

tricky, because it's basically an oral response, it's the same as that /m/ that

needs to be monitored, and it is making sure that the youngster is looking at the

stimulus, m. The abuse that I am concerned about is the kind that occurs when

the teacher gives a flash card with an to another child and says, "Have Janie

whip through 50 repetitions." Obviously,- Janie can sit there and say /m, m, m/

without performing the Lask at all.

During the last couple of months, I have been working with teachers in

developing ways to get in more and more repetitions and to monitor those

repetitions to make sure that the child is really looking it the stimulus at the

time and that the response is the appropriate one. We have gotten realolive

,second- through about sixth-grade teachers, who can comfortably get in 500

monitored repetitions a d.

Thank goodness, there is reason to think that after the first few sounds

have been really learned to mastery--after up to, say, 5,000 repetitions--the

curve of number required drops off very quickly -f- There is also reason to think

that, kids will quickly--by which I mean, give or take around the seventh to

fifteenth symbol - -agt require more repetitions than do other kids. Thank

goodness. Teachers would be going out of their trees otherwise.
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SHUT: Could you tell me what researcn you based this on?

706

BATEMAN: No. I said it is very flimsy. I have an impression that either

Margaret Rawson or someone I associate with Margaret Rawson in the Orton Society

in New England has some data, which, I believe, were published in the ron

Society's Bulletin.

Sig Engelman has some; I can refer you to an unpublished paper of his, and-

I have some clinical data not published. I think that 5,000 is probably a top

number. Sig says 1,500 is going to get 99.99% of the kids.

GOODMAN: Okay. These programa that 'you listed--Dick Venezky's, Distar, formula

flonligs, the faass Analysis method, and several othersfrom my point of view

sees to differ sharply in the linguistic or scientific validity of thee

information that they are based on. They range from impressionist, old-fashioned

phonics to Dick's, which I would describe as tightly based on linguistic

information. But you put them all together. Am I right to conclude, then, that

it doesn't matter how scientific the p%onic content is, as long as it has the

characteristics that you describe?

BATEMAN: I wouldn't conclude that, but I wouldn't argue with your right to, if

you chose. I think it probably matters a great deal.

I didn't screen these programs on the basis of guaranteed success or even on

the basis of more success than corentional methods. I did have thoae kinds of

data on Diatar, and I suspect that those kinds of data could be obtained on all

of these programa. But I will not swear to it.
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I chose them because either they had data going for them, or they purported

to be derived from task analysis. My guess would be, if you had programs derived

logically from task analysis, and some of them had paid much more attention

to--whatever your term was, linguistic science--

GOODMAN: Let's call it linguistic validity.

BATEMAN: I don't know whether what you call linguistic validity would or would

not relate to outcome data, but I would be willing to say that there certainly

are some kinds of input features that would relate to outcome data. I just don't

know whether what you mean by linguistic validity is one of them or not.

GOODMAN: I guess the question I am asking is: if you are making the key thing

that you use a task analysis to decide what to teach, and then you teach it, even

if, it takes 5,000 times, is it possible that some of the things you are teaching

are wrong or nonproductive?

r

BATEMAN: As I indicated before, I think educators have a tremendous tendency in

practice in the real world to add clutter to the teaching of just about

everything.

GOODMAN: I am not talking about clutter; I am talking about things which are

simply based on erroneous analysis of the tasks, on not using the linguistic data

available, foi. instance. I think even a cursory examination of Vail's Formula

'tonic' shows it doesn't have a scientific basis.

BATEMAN: I don't intend to argue that it is scientifically based. I am saying
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that Vail purports to have derived task analysis, I am using the term, and.

although I cited none of his data, I get them over my desk regularly. But I have

not examined them carefully enough to know wnether tney even meet the criteria

4

for god outcome data. I do know, however, that the fact that he makes them so

freely available suggests that at least he believes the outcome data compare very

favorably with those of most conventional reading programs.

But if you are saying that task analysis isn't enough, and that if you have

good tabk analytic programs, then differences within them might reasonably be

expected to accrue, as a result of care with input, I would certainly agree with

that all the way.

I think from an educator's viewpoint, however, it is more important to focus

on the fact that we have these programs, imperfect, unsciedtific as they may

'which seem to perform better than conventional programs. Now, maybe these

prowess don't perform as well as we, would like them to, but let us first get rid

of the lousy programs that flourish and then start refining the ones that come

close to our ideals. There is a good deal of room for improvement in every

program I have seen.

CHALL: Are youjOing, Ken, that the step that takes 1,500 times to learn might

be avoided altogether by skipping the stage in which that step occurs?

GOODMAN: I guess I am suggeating that maybe the kid is trying to tell you

something by taking that long to learn something which is supposed to b.

intrinsic to the task. If there is a kid alive who can resist over 5,000

rehearsals learning something, there must be some reason why he is resisting.
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BATEMAN: He gets those in speech. He gets more than that in speech. He gets a

lot more than that in speech.

r It seems to me that you just said that the kids are trying to tell us

something. I agree. But I guess I start from the value judgment that the

ability to determine, efficiently and rapidly, what it is that the author of the

printed word has said is a skill worth having. I start with that premise. And I

believe that until youngsters can accurately determine what it is that has been

said, the quality of their interaction with what was said, their evaluation of

it, and their respon, to it Is kind of limited. So I started out wanting to

teach kids to be able to read anything and everything in this wiole wide world.

I admit that that's A value judgment. I observe that in our country, kids'

ability to understand what they read seems (to have been declining from a point

that, maybe, never was as high as it could have been, and I observed that some

programs seemed to do a much better job of helping kids to be able to read what's

around them.

GOODMAN: I can't understand how it could be irrelevant to care whether the

information in the Venezky program is more scientific or better based or

constitutes a more defensible analysis of the task, than the Glass. Analysis

program or the Astar program.

BATEMAN: I didn't mean to Aar it was irrelevant.

400DMAN: Then, isn't it possible that the method could produce things which are

actually counterproductive, &waging to children? You are going to teach it to

Om until they learn, whether it's good for them or bad for, them. Once you have "
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decided, the child has no escape.

BATEMAN: Ken, if I said ; hat it was irrelevant, I mispoke, I did not mean that.

Also, my point abbut increased opportunities for monitored association to

mastery was suggested as a mcrification of existing programs, in cases where kids

require more modifications. I do not wish to convey that any of the programs

require 5,000 symbols,

SINGER: Inste'd of calling it kid disability, you are going to call it something

else, teaching disability. What is your criterion for teaching disability?

BATEMAN: Oh. I have never sat down and written a tight definition, which I

could be sure included everything I wanted in the concept. But one of the 111

important criteria would be that if it is demonsttated that when different

instructional arrangements were used, the kid in fact did learn. I would say the

deficiency, because the youngster did learn it Wednesday, shows that whatever

difference or deficiency was in the child on Monday, was irrelevant to

instruction, and that by rearranging the teaching to me implies that what

happened before was unsuccessl teaching.

SINGER: Okay. Now, the next question is: How many trials do you run before you

decide that you ought to change the teaching arrangement?

BATEMAN: That depends on the evaluation system that you are using. Dwill stick

with that as the general answer and cite two different kinds of particulars.
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If you are using criterion reference testing, as in a program like Distar,

then that decision is male for all kids, across all lessons. I think it's an

average of once every 2 or 3 days, but I wouldn't swear to that. It's at least

twice a week. So in that sort of criterion reference, continuous mastery testing

would go like that. On the other hand, if you were using an evaluation technique

like precision teaching, as the people who use that technique swear their data

show, you can make reliable decisions to change on no more than ten data points.

Furthermore, others, Owen lihite, for example, have techniques for doing it at

seven data points, and ordinarily in the real world that would represent seven

instructional days.

I would say that you never wait more than ten days, no matter what kind of

instructional program you are using. And I would hope we would continually be

able to make those decisions quicker and quicker and quicker. And in the real

world of 27.2 children, maybe, some day we could at least make such decisions

daily for all of the kids for whom this kind of rigor is important.

I would also add that, for 80% of the kids, it doesn't seem to matter that

much how sloppy we are in our teaching. Our concern is 4th the kids who are

going to bomb out if we don't spruce up. And that's not (early all of the

childreik.

GLASER: Some of your suggestions for beefing up good programs to help these

children are clear. For'example, practice certainly needs to be reinforced, and

it is often just practice without all of those other things, or nonpractice. But

in your concern for selective attention, what kinds of things did you have in

mind? Did you mean making the relevant features, more obvious, or are you

thinking of some more internalized attention focusing?
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BATEMAN: One of the things I wish somebody would for teaching,

particularly for teaching this symbol-sound correspondence, imuld be some kind of

a little machine that, when you are teaching "m," would make everything about it

ezdept the shape and spatial orientation vary. You could punch a button, and

sake it turn different colors. Punch another button, and it becomes all

different sizes. I would like to have some very efficient way to vary everything

else, so that a,child would get the idea.

The kids who are in a traditional sight vocabulary kind of program develop

the concept that "mother" is the one that's got the torn corner, and that gets

them through the first grade. I really want to prevent that. So varying size,

shape, that's one kind of thing. There are other kinds of things.

STICHT: When you talked about the aptitude treatment interaction and the task

analysis approach, you seemed to imply that a diagnostic kind of approach wasn't

effective and that you want two to task analysis; yet when you also talk about

aptitude treatment, that implies aptitude. So it seem as though you have made

some evaluation of the person. And then you have some task. Can you, then, have

a branching program, or is all of your aptitude treatment going to be on the

basis of practice with one program?

I didn't quite see how you could not understand where the person is

vis-a-vis the task you wanted him to do, and if you do underAtand where be is at,

so to speak, isn't that diagnostic?

BATEMAN: Okay. The modality matching form of ATI was a big chunk of sand on

which the diagnostic remedial method rested for some years. What I meant to say

was that, in the process of rejecting the Frostig and the ITPA, some of us also
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rejected ATI.
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My current thinking is that maybe many of us who are special edcators, who

walked over to the task-analytic camp, leaving all of ATI behind us, found

nothing that looked like ATI.

Ross and the others are suggesting maybe the kids are different in terms of

attention. Salomon's model suggests that ifyou build in the very things that I

was talking about--these excessive repetitions for kids who don't need tnem--you

will actually get a detriment in performance; if you got that detriment, you

would have an ATI, and I really think Salomon is right.

Another thing which I didn't really get into in this presentation at all, is

that I think the ATI literatue suggests a generalization like this: The further

away the learner is from the objective, the more important structure is in the

teaching methodology, and the closer the learner is to achieving proficiency, the

4
more one can loosen up and be inductive, or use discovery, without in any way

impairing performance.

41.ASER: I want to point out that the ATI business has a historical tradition

which doomed it to failure at the beginning and forced people into.task analysis.

The reason for this is that aptitudes came from the psychometric tradition, .land

the treatme.ts came out of learning, and they never related much to each other.

When people discovered that they weren't getting anywhere, they *decided that,

maybe, the thing to do was to discover what the learning task and aptitude

performance had in common, so they would have common dimensions on which to

relate the precursor behavior (aptitude) and the treatment.

ROSNER: I would like to agree with both of you on this on the basis of some of
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the wo k on the imOject I was involved in during the last few years. We found .

/

that, i determining how sensitive kids were to the phonological attributes of

spoken language, -how comfortably they could segment words into phonemes, would

appear to suggest an instructional procedure. It appears that the closer they

were, or the better they were at phonological segmentation, the less precise the

instructional method for teaching reading had really to be, and more of an

inductive process could be brought to bear. So what it appears to be is an

1

ording17:-nteraction, not a dis-ordinal.

FREDERIKSEN: I think there is one other reason why the ATI failed, and that had

to do with the assessment side of it, the use of global measures of aptitude. I

think that the notion of fitting a task to a person was correct. But it has to

be based on a such more micro-level de ription'of a person, perhaps not in terms.

of test scores, but in teems of proces model. Also, it requires a micro

description of the task, the task analysis.

I say this because I made an excursion into aptitude treatment interaction

in my Ph.D. thesis, where I looked at a very minor, icrosoopic level of ability,

at a microscopic level of performance and found very massive effects. I knows--

post of the research isn't done that way in the ATI tradition. It's done in a

very global way, in terms of both the person and thq task.

BATEMAN: Salomon has pointed out--and I think this has great implications- -that

the predictions that you make as to ATI should vary, depending on whether you

expect the learner to be changed or the instruction to compensate. This is where

we get in the teaching disability conceptualization versus learning disability

conceptualization, which would require us to make different predictions as to

some of our ATI's. I am hoping this would be another area more people would get
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into, in regard to these kids.
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RESNICK: The next paper, which is by*Jim Holland is entitled "The Analysis of

Behavior in the Reading Instruction." It is not, like last night's analysis of

Programs, an analysis of a couple of specific instances, but, rather, as as will

explain, a look at some general principles of instructional designs, and how they

sight be applied, are applied, or are not applied in the case of reading.
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